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The three books J.R.R. Tolkien has written about his
imaginary world of Middle-earth, The Hobbit, The Lord
of the hinirs, and The Silmarillion, have a common element.
In all thre& books, he presents the characters and their
adventures within an historical framework which he has
structured according to the four principles of Christ-
ian history: periodization, universality, apolcalypse,
and providence. While this historical perspective serves
to give his fantasized world "an inner consistence of
reality," it also frames one of the main themes of his
stories: the relationship between Divine Providence and
free will in a world containing good and evil forces.
Although there is no mention of a creator in The Hobbit 
or The Lord of the Hings, lolkien does provide countless
allusions to the presence of providence. Furthermore,
Gandalf, the wizard, is an agent of providence and
influences other characters and events to a certain
extent. he does not have total control over anyone or
anything, however, for Tolkien has taken great care to
establish the free will of Frodo and the other characters.
I'md while the theme of providence revolves around Gandalf,
the theme of free will centers upon the Ring of Power
that the evil Sauron wishes to use to destroy or enslave
all of the creatures of Middle-earth. To prevent Sauron
from achieving his ends, Frodo must destroy the hing,
and his will is consequently put to the test, a test
which he ultimately fails. It is this do-or-die situation
on which Tolkien focuses the full light of both themes,
and it is the resulting happy ending in which Tolkien
achieves what he believes to be the aesthetic mark of
excellence, "eucatastrophe," for a fairy story.
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IN THE HISTORY OF MIDDLE-EARTH
The English-speaking world has probably never before
seen the diversity of writing styles and storylines that
exist in the world of literature today. The most popular
and the most critically acknowledged work seems to be the
realistic novel. Nevertheless, there is that occasional
story with few marks of the real world upon its surface
which yet gains both popularity and critical acclaim.
Such is the case with J.R.R. Tolkien's stories about
Middle-earth. If they are given a superficial reading,
these tales of elves, dragons, and dwarves allow the
reader to escape within his imagination from reality.
But if they are read with an eye for detail and underlying
meaning, they can offer great depths of complexity and
thematic substance.
One obvious piece of evidence that supports this
view is the wealth of criticism written about The Hobbit 
and The Lord of the Rings, examinations which range from
interpreting the works as allegory or as social commentary
to determining their genre and Tolkien's sources. Cne
of the most interesting interpretations is the mythical
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approach, which examines the stories in terms of arche-
types and their relation to mythical patterns and figures.
For example, Ruth Noel in The Mythology of Middle-earth
looks upon Tolkien as the supreme storyteller, the
mythmaker, who captures the essence of man's life on earth
by using the ancient myths to help tell his story. She
compares many of the elven and dwarvish characters with
figures from the Teutonic myths. A more specific example
is the similarity she observes between Tom Bombadil and
the Greek god Pan. She explains that Tom and Ian are
nature gods who derive their power from the songs tht-:,
sing.1 Noel's study is a valuable one because it makes
some valid comparisons between the ancient myths and the
myth-like creatures in Tolkien's stories. Galadriel,
Treebeard, and Tom Bombadil are all figures with mythical
qualities and play important supporting roles.
However, as informative as it is, Noel's work is
proof of the complexity of these tales because her method
of investigation bears little fruit when she discusses
the hobbits and rationalizes that "They are Tolkien's
individual idea rather than a people out of mythology."2
In order to remain true to her methodological approach,
she has to rely on the re-written myths within which
Tolkien places the hobbits. For example, she explains
that a dragon's hoard is common to both The Hobbit and
Beowulf and that Bilbo, therefore, becomes part of the
myth by walking into Smaug's lair. Since Tolkien was one
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of the most accomplished English philologists of his time,
Noel is probably correct when she states that he wished
to b/ing about "a continuation of the mythic tradition
into modern literature."3 But an important point that
must be made is that The hobbit and The Lord of the Rings 
are not presented as myths, though they contain
mythical properties.
The difference between myth and the story that Tolkien
writes is that myth, according to C. Hugh Holman, is
"Anonymous stories having their roots in the primitive
folk-beliefs of races or nations and presenting super-
natural episodes as a means of in -!Jt.rpreting natural events
in an effort to make concrete and particular a special
perception of man."4 The events of Middle-earth may
involve characters patterned
ancient myths, but the story
an historical account of the
many
after figures from the
itself is not a myth. It is
Third Age of Middle-earth.
Th« entire story of the Ring, from the time Gandalf first
visits Bilbo at Bag-end to the time Sam bids farewell to
Frod() at the Grey Havens, is presented as being the work
of Bilbo, Frodo, and Sam as they recounted it in The
hedbook of Westmarch: "his account of the end of the
Third Age is drawn mainly from The Redbook of Westmarch."
5
They are recorders of their own history, in much the same
way that Moses writes of the exodus from Egypt or that
St. John records the history of the life of Christ in
his Gospel. Therefore, the stories are not anonymous
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since Tolkien relates the identity of the writers; in
addition, the story has not evolved out of folk-tales.
The events of the Third Age are presented as history,
complete with dates and a very detailed geography, both
of which are not nearly as well developed in the ancient
myths. Thus, it seems that The Lord of the Pings might
profitably be viewed as fictionalized history--that is,
as an invented record of events and peoples--rather than
as myth.
Furthermore, it would seem that Tolkien has a purpose
in presenting his stories from an historical point of
view; he apparently wishes to portray the relationship
between Divine Providence and human, or hobbit, free will,
a theme which seems to be as well presented as any other.
In fact, it is my contention that Tolkien's purpose is
no less than Milton's in Paradise Lost. Both writers
seek to "justify the ways of God to man." Though it is
present to a degree in The Hobbit, this theme is found
throughout The Lord of the hings, in which Frodo and Sam
must journey to the Crack of Doom to destroy their Enemy's
most powerful weapon: the Ring of Power. This journey
provides the main
has been paved by
road has to go of
enough, as can be
storyline, and the "1-oad" they walk on
providence. Yet whoever walks that
his own free will, if it is strong
seen by the song that Frodo sings by
the campfire after the journey has begun:
The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
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Now far ahead the Road has gone
And I must follow, if I can,
Pursuing it with weary feet,
Until it joins some larger way
Where many paths and errands meet. (FR, p. 110)
Tolkien has placed the emphasis on free will through his
inclusion of the phrase, "if I can." Can is not may,
which would be the case if the steps of the walker were
controlled by providence. Granted, there does seem to be
a contradiction here. how can there be any free will if
there is a plan laid out by some Divine Power? Working
this problem out is one of Tolkien's main purposes in the
story of the Ring that Bilbo finds and passes on to Frodo.
Demonstrating Tolkien's expression of this relationship
through characters and action will be the primary concern
of this thesis.
The first point which is necessary to explain this
theme is a description of the historical framework that
Tolkien provides for the works of providence and the acts
of free will in his imaginary world of Middle-earth.
Robley Evans has recognized the importance of historical
perspective in The Lord of the Rings. in his book J.R.R.
Tolkien, Lvans writes that Tolkien's story is one of
"rpetition, of history repeating itself and demanding the
same moral decisions age after age."6 But this interpre-
tation of Middle-earth's history implies that events have
no true end, a reading that would be hard to support and
which Evans has taken no pains to explain. It also implies
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that Tolkien patterned this history after what R. G.
Collingwood terms "the Greco-Roman idea of a strictly
circular movement in history." In fact, it can be dem-
onstrated that the history of Middle-earth is patterned
after Christian concepts of history. In his bock The
Idea of History, Collingwood identifies the four requi-
sites of any history written on Christian principles.
Of course, Collingwood is referring to an historical account
of earthly events within a Christian perspective, not to
a work of fiction. Tolkien, however, invents his own
world and its events but keeps the Christian perspective.
So the same four principles apply very well to The Lord
of the Rings. The principles that Collingwood names and
that Tolkien employs in his history of Middle-earth are
universality, providence, apocalypse, and periodization.7
First, by "universal" Collingwood means that a history
based on Christian principles will go "back to the origin
of man"8 as in the creation story in Genesis. At this
point it is necessary to explain that the history of
Middle-earth is not contained solely within The Hobbit 
and The Lord of the Rings.  Tolkien's son Christopher,
the editor of his father's posthumously published work,
The Silmarillion, writes in the "Foreword": "Not only,
however, does The Silmarillion relate the events of a far
earlier time than those of Th3 Lord of the Rings; it is
also, in all the essentials of its conception, far the
earlier work."9 It is in this story about the First Age
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of Middle-earth that Tolkien describes in great detail
the beginnings of man, as well as all of the other inhab-
itants of Middle-earth. In the chapter "Of the Coming of
the Elves and the Captivity of Melkor," Tolkien describes
how one of the Valar, Varda, prepared for the coming of
the elves by creating the stars so that "By the starlit
mere of Cuivienen, Water of Awakening, they arose from
the sleep of Iluvatar; and while they dwelt yet silent by
Cuivienen their eyes beheld first of all things the stars
of heaven."10 Later, in the chapter "Cf Men," Tolkien
explains how "At the first rising of the Sun the Younger
Children of Iluvatar awoke in the land of Hildorien in the
eastward regions of Middle-earth" (S, p. 103). Therefore,
Tolkien explains not only the beginnings of man but also
fulfills Collingwood's secondary definition of universality
which states that such a history will '.describe how the
various races came into existence."11 The Silmarillion 
contains an account of how every major mortal creature,
as well as the immortal ones such as the Valar themselves,
came into being.
Furthermore, the history of Middle-earth is universal
because it describes "the rise and fall of civilizations
and powers."12 This is realized in all three of Tolkien's
major fictional works. In The Hobbit the tyrannical dragon,
Smaug, is overthrown by the combined efforts of Bilbo, the
dwarves, and the men of Laketown. In The Silmarillion 
Morgoth is defeated by Beren and Luthien, and his entire
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power is eventually vanquished by the Valar. And of
course, in The Lord of the Rings Sauron is overthrown by
the valiant deeds of Frodo and Sam. By these examples,
the history of Middle-earth would certainly appear to be
universal, especially when one thinks of the wholeness of
the picture Tolkien paints, complete with hobbits, dwarves,
elves, ents, orcs, men, eagles, balrogs, dragons, and
wizards. Tolkien even populates the world of Middle-earth
with beings from the supernatural, such as the nazgul,
Sauron's chief henchmen.
The history of Middle-earth is also periodized. It
is broken into three ages, which are, simply enough, the
First Age, the Second Age, and the Third Age. The Silmar-
illion involves the tale of how Middle-earth was created
by Iluvatar and is presented as an historical account also,
one which has been preserved by the elves. But there are
men of noble birth who know the history of their world,
too. For example, in The Fellowship of thc Ring, Strider
tells the tale of Beren and Luthien, the first marriage
of man and elf, to Frodo and his companions (FR, pp. 258-61).
The .Second Age is described in the Akallabeth (which is
contained in The Silmarillion in part) and concerns the
rise to power of the Numenoreans, the father race of men,
and their downfall. Their destruction was brought about
by their overweening pride, which led them to believe
that they could challenge the Valar and obtain immortality
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for themselves. This attempt to storm Valinor, the home
of the Valar, was partly the result of the wizard, Sauron,
who desired power over the entire world. When the Numen-
oreans besiege Valinor, their own island, Numenor, is
drowned in the ocean (S, pp. 259-82). This event ushers
in the Third Age, which is the time that the stories in
The Hobbit and The Lord of the ,Rings, take place. When
Frodo and Sam destroy the hing of Power, and Sauron with
it, and when the Hobbits scour the Shire, the Third Age
is over and a new one begins. Therefore, Tolkien's
invented history of Middle-earth fulfills Collingwood's
requirement that a history based on Christian principles
"is divided into epochs or periods, each with peculiar
characteristics of its own, and each marked off from the
one before it by an event called epoch-making."13 As has
been noted, each Age contains a very important event which
sets it off from the following period: the defeat of
Morgoth in the First Age, the ruin of Numenor in the
Second Age, and the overthrow of Sauron in the Third Age.
The history of Middle-earth also contains the third
principle of a history that relies on Christian precepts.
This one, apocalypse, plays a very important role in
Collingwood's definition of Christian historical methods,
for he explains that any such history must
divide at the birth of Christ into two
parts, each having a peculiar and unique
character consisting in blind preparation
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for an event not yet revealed, the second
a backward-looking character, depending
on the fact that the revelation has now
been made.14
Lf course, Christ is not in Tolkien's stories, but Tolkien
was not rewriting the Bible. Tolkien does attempt, however,
to pattern his fantasized history after the historical
method of the Bible. Therefore, at least part of Coiling-
wood's third requirement does apply to the history of
riddle-earth, particularly that part recounted in The Lord
of the :Rings, because the story of the events of the Third
Age does have a forward and backward-looking character.
Tolkien himself has made a comment about this aspect of
apocalypse in his essay, "Cn Fairy Stories." He writes
that the "turn," or happy ending, in a fairy story gives
the same joy as the "eucatastrophe," which is the name
he gives to the death and resurrection of Christ, and he
says this joy "looks forward (or backward: the direction
in this regard is unimportant) to the Great Catastrophe."15
Since the happy ending not only plays an important role
in the fate of Frodo but also overwhelms the emotions of
most readers, it is necessary to describe this aspect of
the history in The Lord of the Rings in great detail,
and thus to demonstrate Tolkien's apparent intention to
construct a Christian-like history as a suitable framework
for illustrating the relationship of free will and provi-
dence.
Christ does not have a role in the journey of the
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hing to Mordor. But the story does contain the legend
of Earendil the Mariner, who would seem to be a Christ-
figure. Many more details are given in The Silmarillion 
about the quest of Earendil, but most readers probably
encounter his legend first in the song that Bilbo sings
at the house of Elrond (FR, pp. 308-11). Earendil
achieves a eucatastrophic deed in the First Age when he
takes the Silmaril regained from the clutches of Morgoth
by Beren and Luthien. Morgoth had stolen it from Feanor,
a very powerful elf who had made the Silmarils from the
light of the two trees, Telperion and Laurelin, which
were responsible for "the Days of Bliss in Valinor" (6,
p. 39). Feanor and all of his sons swear an oath to
regain what was rightfully theirs, so when one of the
Silmarils is recovered by Beren and Luthieh, it is handed
down in their family until Elwing, Beren's and Luthien's
granddaughter and Earendil's wife, inherits it. Then
Feanor's sons discover that the Silmaril is in her posses-
sion and attempt to take it by force in a bloody conflict,
but they do not succeed because Elwing throws herself into
the sea. However, she is saved by Ulmo, the guardian of
all the waters of Middle-earth.
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 In order to prevent
more bloodshed, Earendil decides to take the Silmaril to
the Blessed Realm of Valinor where no mortal has ever
set foot. After he finds Valinor, he is "not permitted
to return to mortal lands, and his ship bearing the
Silmaril was set to sail in the heavens as a star, and a
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sign of hope to the dwellers in Middle-earth oppressed
by the Great Enemy" (EX, p. 389). Therefore, Earendil
fulfills the backward-looking character, since the people
of the Third Age are able to look up in the sky and see
the star of Earendil, which reminds them that evil has
been overcome before and may be defeated again. But
Earendil is more than a sign of hope. Some of his signi-
ficance is realized in the imagery of Bilbo's song about
him, in which Earendil is "a wanderer escaped from night"
who passes the "Night of Naught" to reach "the timeless
halls/ where shining fall the countless years." Also,
Earendil is "crowned • • • with the living light." All
of this imagery suggests that Earendil is patterned after
Christ, for Earendil is a mortal who defeats death and
thereafter becomes a beacon of hope, a "shining lamp"
for the free people of Middle-earth (FE, pp. 308-11).
Much caution should be exercised when resurrecting
Christ-figures from the pages of any piece of literature.
So perhaps more convincing information needs to be con-
veyed before Earendil is accepted as a Christ-figure and
before this third requirement for Christian-like history
is met. In his book, Tolkien and The Silmarillion, Clyde
S. kilby relates a message he received from Professor
Tolkien. Hoping the letter would reach Kilby around
Christmas, Tolkien wrote, "Lux fulEebat super nos.
Eala Earendel engla beorthast ofer middengard monnum 
sended." While commenting that the source of the
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Latin sentence may be a medieval hymn or simply Tolkien
himself, Kilby also says:
The meaning of it is similar to the mean-
ing of the Anglo-Saxon from Cynewulf's
Christ, a poem about the Advent, the
Ascension, and the Last Judgement, and a
work with which Tolkien would have been
intimately familiar. . . . Tolkien gave
me his own literal translation as "here
Earendel, brightest of angels, sent from
God to men."14
Furthermore, in the passage in Cynewulf's poem that Kilby
quotes, Earendel is referred to as "brightest beyond the
stars," and in Middle-earth Earendil is the brightest star
in the heavens.
There are many references to Earendil in The Lord of
the Rings, but perhaps the strongest implications that he
is a Christ-figure are made when Sam and Frodo are in the
darkest depths of Mordor. Galadriel, the elven queen,
had given Frodo a phial which contained the light of the
star of Earendil. Frodo uses it in the lair of Shelob,
a hideous spider, in order to see the approach of the
monster. As Frodo falters before the approach of Shelob,
Sam yells out and reminds him: "The star-glass! A light
to you in dark places, she said it was to be." The
details of Frodo's answer and the description of the light
make the association of Earendil and Christ virtually
unmistakable.
"Why yes! Why had 1 forgotten it? A light 
when all other lights E2 out! And now indeed
ITFEt—gione can he'll) us."
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Slowly his hand went to his bosom, and
slowly he held aloft the phial of Galadriel.
For a moment it glimmered, faint as a star
struggling in heavy earthward mists, and
then as its power waxed, and hope grew in
Frodo's mind, it began to burn, and kindled
into a silver flame, a minute heart of dazzling
light, as though Earendil had himself come
down from the high sunset paths with the
last Silmaril upon his brow. The dark-
ness receded from it. (TT, p. 418)
And in the chapter "The Land of the Shadows," when things
look bleakest for Frodo and Sam, Tolkien includes this
Imagery:
?here, peeping among the cloud-wrack above
a dark tor high up in the mountains, Sam
saw a white star twinkle for a while. The
beauty of it smote his heart, as he looked
up out of the forsaken land, and hope
returned to him. For like a shaft, clear
and cold, the thought pierced him that
in the end the Shadow was only a small
and passing thing: there was light and
high beauty forever beyond its reach. (RE, p. 244)
Of course this star is the star of Earendil, but even
more important is the closeness of the imagery in these
two passages with the imagery in the Cynewulf poem, which
according to Kilby's translation, says that Earendil
(Cynewulf's Christ) came in his "very person to enlighten
tnose who have long been covered with murky cloud, and
sitting here in darkness and eternal night, shrouded in
sins, have been forced to endure the shadow of death."18
Both Frodo's Earendil and Cynewulf's Earendel come down
to earth, either as "dazzling light" or "to enlighten,"
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from above the "cloud wrack" and the "murky clousa,"
respectively. Both Christ-figures give hope to those
who endure the "shadow of death" or the Shadow of Mordor.
Once again, the close similarity of the imagery in these
two passages would seem to be justification that Tolkien
patterned a Christ-figure of his own out of the cloth of
the earlier one in English literature.
Therefore, because Earendil seems patterned after
Christ, The Lord of the Pings possesses the "backward-
looking character" which Collingwood says is essential for
a Christian history to fulfill the requirement of apocalypse.
Furthermore, Tolkien has masterfully interwoven a "forward-
looking character," for while Frodo and Sam are gazing
upon the light of the Silmaril, a light from the beginning
of time, from the creation of Middle-earth, and are reminded
of the example set by Earendil and his victory over evil,
they are also looking ahead with enlivened hope to the
time when the present evil, Sauron, shall be overcome. In
a word, they are looking forward to the apocalypse, and
justifiably so since they realize that they could be the
ones who bring it to fruition. However, they cannot take
full credit because there is much more involved in the
process than just the destruction of the Eing. In Tolkien's
account of the history of Middle-earth there are many
events and deeds which bring that history of the Third Age
to a glorious end. And all of these events have been the
result of providence.
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There is much evidence that supports the idea that
there is a divine order to the events in Middle-earth's
history. For example, Gunnar Urang in his book shadows
Of Heaven, writes that "there is clearly a 'providential'
design, a sense of the interrelatedness of all the elements
in this 'history' and of all these elements to one end."19
Urang also takes note of the passage in The Fellowship
of the Ring in which Gandalf tells Frodo of the signifi-
cance of the Ring:
"there was something else at work, beyond
any design of the Ring-maker, I can put it
no plainer than by saying that Bilbo was
meant to find the Ring, and not by its
maker. In which case you also were meant 
to have it. And that may be an encourag-
ing thought." (Fh, p. 88)
Cf course, the reason that this may be an encouraging
thought is that Gandalf realizes that if Frodo was meant
to find the Ring then Sauron's overthrow may also be
"meant." When making note of the role of providence,
many critics recall the passage just quoted. They seldom
look much farther. If they did, they would find a wealth
of such allusions to a divine order or plan.
However, some critics disagree that there is any
divine order in Middle-earth at all. One such critic is
Robley Evans who believes that "Behind Tolkien's sense of
history lies the principle of historical determinism,"
and that Tolkien illustrates the cause of history to be
simply the result of the "primal desires of created beings."
20
In defense of this interpretation hvans offers the example
that the young hobbit, Meriadoc, "came along at the right
moment in history for his task," which was to help tne
shield-maiden, Eowyn, kill the dreaded captain of the
nazgul.20 Such a reading does not take into account all
of the narrative care Tolkien employs in the well-wrought
tale to bring Eowyn and Meriadoc together on that battle-
field in front of the ancient city of Minas Tirith. Merry
was "meant" to help Eowyn, for it was prophesied that the
Captain of the nazgul (the witch-king) would not die by
the hand of a man, which Sauron's chief henchman assumed
to mean that he would not die at all. But when the evil
thrall of Sauron is defeated,
the words of Glorfindel long before to King
Eanur were fulfilled, that the witch-king
would not fall by the hand of man. For it
is said in the songs of the Mark that in
this deed Eowyn had the aid of Theoden's
esquire Meriadoc, and that he also was
not a man but a Halfling hobbit. (RK, p. 137)
Therefore, Meriadoc's heroism was not determined by history,
for he fulfilled a prophecy. And prophecy is rarely asso-
ciated with "historical determinism." In fact, it would
seem to be a more common principle in Christian theological
works. Many more examples of providence are to be found
In The Lord of the Rings and its roots are very deep in
the history of Middle-earth. But to do justice to Tolkien's
art it will be necessary to delay further examination of
21
this aspect of it until a later chapter.
With this cursory examination of the presence of
providence in Tolkien's work, it has been shown that he
has patterned the history of Middle-earth after Christian
historical ideas. The entire history of the elves, the
hobbits, the dwarves, the men, and even the evil charac-
ters has been so ordered by Tolkien's genius that he can
present a fictional work which argues for the existence of
a benevolent force at work within our own world, but which
also lays much responsibility on individual deeds. It is
deeds that make The Hobbit and The Lord of the Eings
such action-packed stories and popularly readable at the
level of escape literature. But they can also be read on
a much more complex level when it is realized that Frodo
and the other characters are constantly confronted with
crises which demand immediate decision and action in order
to keep evil from overcoming their world. Tolkien has gone
to great lengths to demonstrate how there is very real hope
for us in our own troubled world, just as Frodo and Sam
found hope in the dark reaches of Mordor through the guiding
hand of providence. At the same time, he demonstrates
that our individual actions do affect us and the world
around us.
Chapter 2wo
"THE SECRET FIRE": PROVIDENCE IN MIDDLE-EARTH
The earth goes round. Things happen. Volcanoes
explode. Nations go to war. People starve by the thou-
sands. These events are just a few of the catastrophes
which continue to occur in the history of man's life on
earth and which seem to have no purpose or meaning. But
tnere would be no history if man did not constantly try
to make some kind of sense out of all the confusion of
natural and man-made events, both good and bad. Man has
always attempted to discover some order. Each great
nation has looked upon itself as the epitome of civi-
lization and the culmination of history. Each religion
has its own interpretation of history. But one of the
most important interpretations is the Christian idea of
history, especially since Christianity has played such
an important role in the making of the past two thousand
years of history. When J*%R. Tolkien began to write his
stories of Middle-earth, he must have been keenly aware
of this influence, for he chose to reflect it within his
history of Middle-earth. Cnce again, there are no
Christians within this fictional world, though many of
23
its inhabitants behave in a very Christian-like manner.
There are no priests. There are no rituals. There is no
mention of any organized religion at all. Yet the history
of Middle-earth is written according to a Christian histor-
ical method. It is periodized into "Ages." It is universal
in that it presents the history of not just one race or
one nation, but of all the peoples of Middle-earth. It
is apocalyptic, for each age builds to an awesome climax
which ushers in a new age. And it is providential; all
of the events in Tolkien's fantasy have a purpose within
a divine plan for order. It is this aspect of Tolkien's
history that is most important and the one that is empha-
sized consistently within the story.
Ldmund Fuller has noted this aspect of Tolkien's
work and writes that there "is a limited eschatology for
the Third Age of Middle-earth. . • • Grace is at work
abundantly in the story."
1 
William Dowie remarks: "Even
at the beginning of the quest, one senses vaguely a pro-
vidence at work behind the scenes."' As an example, Dowie
refers to Gandalf's remark in The Fellowship of the Ring 
that"Bilbo's arrival just at that time, and putting
his hand on it, blindly, in the dark" was the "strangest"
episode in the Ring's history (FR, p. 87). However,
there are even earlier allusions to providence. Probably
the earliest, and most subtle, occurs in The Hobbit when
Gandalf and the dwarves are in Bilbo's hobbit-hole dis-
cussing plans for the "robbery" of Smaug's hoard and
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the degree of danger involved:
Foor Bilbo couldn't bear it any longer. At
ma y never return he began to feel a shriek
coming up inside, and very soon it burst out
like the whistle of an engine coming out of
a tunnel. All the dwarves sprang up knock-
ing over the table. Gandalf struck a blue
light on the end of his magic staff, and in
its firework glare the poor little hobbit
could be seen kneeling on the hearth-rug,
shaking like a jelly that was melting.
Then he fell flat on the floor, and kept
on calling out "struck by lightning4 struck
by lightning!" over and over again.)
This is the first step on the "Road" that eventually leads
Frodo and Sam to the Crack of Doom. It is not a very
bold step, but it causes Bilbo to feel that he has to
prove himself, and as he is recovering in the next room
and eavesdropping on the dwarves as they express their
doubts about him, he finally manages to screw up enough
courage to accept their offer of a job as "burglar"
when he hears Gloin slur him as looking "more like a grocer
than a burglar" (H, p. 30). Cf course, Bilbo is not struck
by lightning, but whenever someone does meet with sucn a
terrible fate we sometimes refer to it as "an act of God."
This is no to say that Gandalf is God in Middle-earth.
He is not. But Gandalf is very special, not just as an
endearing character, but in relation to the role of Divine
Providence in the history of Middle-earth.
As the Nine Walkers are making their way through the
depths of Mona, the ancient dwelling carved out of stone
by dwarves but now a stronghold of the orcs, they encounter
a bairog, a horrible creature of fire, at the Bridge of
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Khazad-dum. Gandalf stays behind to protect the escape
of his friends and warns the balrog that it cannot pass,
for Gandalf is the "servant of the Secret Fire, wielder
of the flame of Anor" (FR, p. 429). In The Silmarillion,
Iluvatar, the creator of Middle-earth, says that he
"will send forth into the Void the Flame
Imperishable, and it shall be at the heart
of the World, and the World shall Be; and
those of you that will may go down into it."
And suddenly the Ainur saw afar off a light,
as it were a cloud with a living heart of
flame; and they knew that this was no vision
only, but that Iluvatar had made a new thing:
a, the World that Is. p. 20)
Apparently this is the same "flame" that Gandalf serves.
Even more interesting is the remark by Clyde S. Kilby,
who says that Tolkien "Very specifically. . . told me
that the 'Secret Fire sent to burn at the heart of the
World' in the beginning was the Holy Spirit."4 According
to this evidence, Gandalf is a servant of the holy Spirit,
the active presence of God in earthly affairs. Of course,
it should be noted that Tolkien probably meant the flame
to be similar to the Holy Spirit of Christianity, but in
any case, Gandalf is the agent in Middle-earth who attempts
to carry out the Divine Will of its creator, Iluvatar.
There are at least two more descriptions of Gandalf
that support this view of his role in the story. When
Frodo meets Faramir on the borders of Mordor, Faramir
begins to speak of the Grey Pilgrim. When Frodo asks if
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he has a name, Faramir answers:
"Mithrandir we called him in elf-fashion. .
and he was content. Many are az names in
many countries, he said. RIThranUIT—among
the EivesT7Tirkun to the Mwarves; 
'nori 
n
I was in my youth in tET-West that TE----
Torgotre-n, in the Muth Incanus, in the
North Gandalf; to the East I E2 not." (TT, p. 353)
So Gandalf is concerned not only about the fate of the
Shire and its hobbits but also involves himself in the
affairs of all Middle-earth, except where Sauron's power
is overwhelming. Faramir affirms Gandalf's leading role
by calling him "a great mover of the deeds that are done
in our time" (TT, p. 353). But Faramir does not realize
that Gandalf has long organized the fight against evil,
for he is one of the Maiar, "whose being also began before
the World, of the same order as the Valar but of less
degree" (3, p. 31). Furthermore, Tolkien writes that in
the early days of Middle-earth the elves "did not know
whence came the fair visions or the promptings of wisdom
that he put into their hearts" because "he walked among
them unseen" (S, p. 31). And there is one final example
that will serve to underline Gandalf's role as the prime
mover of events in the fulfillment of Divine Irovidence,
Cirdan, Lord of the Havens, gave Gandalf the Bed sing of
Fire, one of the "Three hings for the Elven-kings under
the sky," hoping that Gandalf would be able to "rekindle
hearts to the valour of old in a world that grows chill"
(S, p. 304). Cirdan does realize the power of Gandalf
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and so bestows this Ring upon him in hopes that it will
aid his ability to spark the wills of those who oppose
Sauron and the forces of evil. Of course, Gandalf has
enough power to force weaker wills to do his bidding,
but it will be shown that this is contrary to the wishes
of Iluvatar, who desires the creatures of Middle-earth
to have free will within the workings of providence.
First, however, it is necessary to examine how Gandalf
"rekindles" the hearts of hobbits, men, elves, dwarves,
and other creatures to carry out the purposes of providence
but still preserves the opportunity for free choice between
alternative courses of action.
Needless to say, the action in The Hobbit and The
Lord of the Rings centers on the Ring of Power that Sauron
desires to regain in order to assure his victory over the
forces for good in Middle-earth. The Ring is also the
focal point of providence, for with the fate of the Ring
lies the fate of the world. Therefore, Gandalf is to be
found close at hand whenever almost any major decision is
to be made concerning it until he leaves the Ring-bearer,
Frodo, in Mona. The first incident involving Gandalf has
already been mentioned, the incident when he stokes the
fire of Bilbo's dormant will to go on the journey to the
Lonely Mountain. It must be stressed that Gandalf has no
prior knowledge of the whereabouts of the Ring before
Bilbo finds it in Gollum's cave and eventually confesses
to having it after performing a few amazing feats with its
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power of invisibility that causes Gandalf to start wonder-
ing (H, pp. 76-98). In other words, Gandalf is not
omniscient and never plans on Bilbo's finding the Ring.
As a matter of fact, Gandalf has to go to some length before
he gets the truth out of Bilbo concerning the circumstances
by which he obtained the Ring from Gollum (H, p. 78).
Therefore, Gandalf does not know the future results of
Divine Providence's plans, but he does have a deep know-
ledge of the past, in part because he is a master of
ancient lore but also because he has lived throughout the
history of Middle-earth. At the end of The Hobbit, Bilbo
remarks to Gandalf tnat "the prophecies of the old song have
turned out to be true after a fashion!" Gandalf answers
him by saying:
"Surely you don't disbelieve the prophecies,
because you had a hand in bringing them about
yourself? You don't really suppose, do you,
that all your adventures and escapes were
managed by mere luck, just for your sole
benefit?" (H, p. 2865
Such is the language that Gandalf often uses, never saying
that some Divine Will has seen to it that Bilbo succeeded
in his mission, but making a strong implication that such
was the case to a certain extent.
When Gandalf educates young Frodo on the history of
the Ring, his language has even stronger overtones of
providential design. To Frodo's jest that an Crc would
have been a likelier discoverer of the Ring than Bilbo,
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Gandalf responds,
"It is no laughing matter. • • • It was
the strangest event in the whole history of
the Ring so far: Bilbo's arrival just at
that time, and putting his hand on it, blindly,
in the dark.
"There was more than one power at work,
Frodo. The Ring was trying to get back to
its master. It had slipped from Isildur's
hand and betrayed him; then when a chance
came it caught poor Deagol, Gollum's brother,
whom he murdered for the Ring . . . and after
that Gollum, and it had devoured rum. It
could make no further use of him: he was
too small and mean; and as long as it stayed
with him he would never leave his deep pool
again. So now, when its master was awake
once more and sending out his dark thought
from Mirkwood, it abandoned Gollum. Only
to be picked by the most unlikely person
imaginable: Bilbo from the Shire!
"Behind that there was something else at
work beyond any design of the Ring-maker.
I can put it no plainer than by saying that
Bilbo was meant to find the Ring, and not
by its maker. In which case you also were
meant to have it. And that may be an
encouraging thought." (FR, pp. 87-88)
Cf course, "meant" can mean many things, but the pattern of
converging evidence strongly suggests that Gandalf is
referring to the Divine Will of a Supreme being more power-
ful than himself or any other person in Middle-earth.
There is perhaps an even more important aspect of this
passage, and that is Gandalf's remark that "there was
more than one power at wcrk," meaning that the power of
the Ring and the power of providence were both causes of
Bilbo's resulting discovery. This is significant because
Gandalf, the "Servant of the Secret Fire" of Divine Will,
bears witness to the fact that events in Middle-earth do
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not operate according to the whim and fancy of some toy-
maker god who takes pleasure in watching all the pieces
of his jigsaw universe fit together exactly as he cut it
out of the whole picture that it was. How to destroy the
Ring is not simply a puzzle that Frodo must figure out.
Destruction is a matter of life or death for him and all
of the free people of Middle-earth. This is why Gandalf,
even though he does have great influence within the realm
of providence, cannot answer Frodo's question, "Why was
I chosen?" The only answer Gandalf can give is that since
Frodo was chosen he must do the best he can to succeed
in his mission to destroy the Ring (FR, p. 95), which
indicates further that each person in Gandalf's and Frodo's
world has some measure of free will in how the picture
of his own life and the panorama of his age will appear
in their final forms.
But even though Gandalf cannot answer Frodo's ques-
tion, he does have much influence on Frodo, the fate of
the Ring, and all other major incidents within the story.
This is easily illustrated in what are probably Gandalf's
most important words to Frodo when Frodo says that he
cannot feel any pity for Gollum at all and regrets that
"Bilbo did not stab that vile creature when he had a
chance!" Gandalf tries to persuade Frodo otherwise by
saying that it was Bilbo's act of mercy that kept him from
being enslaved by the Ring, but Frodo persists and when
he finally goes as far as to say that Gollum "deserves
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death," jandalf, disturbed with Frodo's attitude, responds
with this admonition:
"Deserves it! I daresay he does. Many that
live deserve death. And same that die deserve
life. Can you give it to them? Then do not
be too eager to deal out death in judgment.
For even the very wise cannot see all ends.
I have not much hope that Gollum can be
cured before he dies, but there is a chance
of it. And he is bound up with the fate of
the Ring. My heart tells me that he has
some part to play yet, for good or ill,
before the end; and when that comes, the
pity of Bilbo may rule the fate of many--
yours not least." (TT, pp. 92-93)
Gandalf is right, for the ?ing would not have been destroyed
had it not been for Gollum's last-ditch attempt to take
the Ring from Frodo at the Crack of Doom. Even though he
has finally overcome all obstacles to arrive at the only
place where the king can be destroyed, Frodo decides to
keep the ?ing for his own. However, Gollum attacks Frodo
and bites off his hing-finger, but he is so overjoyed with
his success that he dances on the edge of the Crack of
Doom only to fall in while holding the Ring, thereby
achieving the ultimate good and fulfilling Gandalf's
intuition that Gollum would "have something yet to dc."
These are the words that Frodo recalls for Sam as he cares
for Frodo's injured hand (RK, pp. 274-77). Frodo's mem-
ory of Gandalf's advice had already saved Gollum's life
twice, once from Sam who wished to tie him up and leave
him to die (TT, pp. 280-81) and once from Faramir who
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almost had Gollum shot by bow and arrow (TT, p. 372).
So Gandalf, even though he and Frodo part company at
the Bridge of Khazad-dum at the beginning of the journey,
has much influence over the final fate of the Ring. Per-
haps Frodo would have spared Gollum anyway, perhaps not.
But if he had not turned aside Sam's enmity and Faramir's
bows, the Ring would probably not have been destroyed
but regained by Sauron, and that possibility would probably
have led to the defeat of the free peoples of Middle-earth.
If Gandalf is not there to help Frodo, though, he
is involved in almost every other major event in the story.
While Frodo and Sam are slowly and painfully making their
way east to the Land of the Shadow, Gandalf, having
returned from the aead, is busy engineering the war effort
in the West. He recruits help for the war, he helps
overthrow the evil wizard Saruman, and he organizes an
attack against Sauron's fortress, Barad-dur. In each
case, Gandalf shows himself to have the power to influence
the course of events. The first instance occurs when
he comes to the hall of Theoden, King of the Mark.
Theoden has allowed his will to act to become corroded
by the false advice of Wormtongue, his counselor. Theoden
has decided to practice an isolationist policy in dealing
with the times, but Gandalf persuades him to take up his
sword in the fight against Sauron. As they look east
toward Mordor, Gandalf offers this encouragement: "that
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way lies our hope, where sits our greatest fear. Doom
hangs still on a thread. Yet hope there is still, if we
can but stand unconquered for a little wnile" (TT, pp. 151-
54). Of course, Gandalf is referring to Frodo and Sam.
What he is trying to do is to buy time for the Ring-bearer
to carry out his mission. Gandalf succeeds, for he
enlists Theoden's army in the war. Without their aid
Minas Tirith, the last stronghold against Mordor, would
have fallen, leaving Sauron free to seek and find the
Ring-bearer.
Theoden is not the only power that Gandalf recruits
in the cause. He also secures the help of Treebeard and
the other Ents, human-like trees, who storm Isengard,
Saruman's stronghold, an act which could not have been
achieved by any other force. Their victory is crucial,
for Saruman, once of the same order as Gandalf, had turned
to ways of evil and hoped to regain the Ring for his own
selfish purposes. But Gandalf is a gracious victor and
offers Saruman his freedom if he will give up the keys to
his impregnable Tower of Crthanc and his wizard's staff.
Saruman is a poor loser though and refuses, whereupon
Gandalf casts him out of the order of wizards and destroys
his staff. At this point, Wormtongue, who has been Saru-
man's henchman for some time, hurls a stone out of the
Tower at Gandalf, who recognizes it as one of the palantiri,
seeing stones which enable their owners to communicate
with one another across great distances.
it for a short while, Gandalf gives it to




palantir is "from the treasury of Elendil, set here by
the Kings of Gondor" (TT, pp. 240-55).
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Aragorn is even-
tually able to wrench the stone to his own will and
away from Sauron, who has the controlling stone. Further-
more, Aragorn tells Legolas and Gimli that he gained
much information:
"A grave peril I saw coming unlooked-for
upon Gondor from the South that will draw
off great strength from the defence of
Minas Tirith. If it is not countered
swiftly, I deem that the City will be
lost ere ten days be gone." (RX, pp. 62-63)
This knowledge spurs Aragorn to action, and he is able
to stop the threat from the South.
would not have been




possible if Gandalf had kept the stone
of giving it to its rightful owner.
this choice are important to under-
and extent of Gandalf's role within
the works of providence.
First, this incident shows Gandalf to be less than
omniscient, for he confesses to not knowing the true nature
of the stone until Pippin foolishly looks into it and
becomes temporarily mad because he confronts
tortures his mind until he finds out what he





stone that Wormtongue threw was a palantir, but he did
know that Sauron also possessed one. Gandalf says that
before Pippin looked into the stone, he
"had considered whether or not to probe this
stone myself to find its uses. Had I done so,
I should have been revealed to him myself.
I am not ready for such a trial, if indeed
I shall ever be so. But even if I found
the power to withdraw myself, it would be
disastrous for him to see me." (RK, pp. 250-55)
This is not the first time that Gandalf has been tempted
to increase his power. When Bilbo leaves Frodo the Ring,
Frodo offers it to Gandalf, but Gandalf rejects it, say-
ing, "Do not tempt me! For I do not wish to become like





pity, pity for weakness and the desire of
do good" (FR, p. 95). Therefore, Gandalf
everything in Middle-earth go the way he wishes,
is the "Servant of the Secret Fire." He gives
very little, if any, help to Frodo, yet Gandalf is con-
stantly waging battle in one way or another to keep the
mind of Sauron off of the whereabouts of the Ring-bearer.
Gandalf actually expresses the philosophy of his
method as he and Aragorn and others decide whether or not
to attack Sauron's fortress, after they have already driven
Sauron's armies from Minas Tirith. Reminding them that
if Frodo succeeds Sauron will be utterly vanquished, never
to have any power again, Gandalf says that such a great
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victory will not bring the end of evil and that
"Other evils there are that may come; for
Sauron is himself but a servant or emissary.
Yet it is not our part to master all the
tides of the world, but to do what is in
us for the succour of those years wherein
we are set, uprooting the evil in the
fields that we know, so that those who
live after may have clean earth to till.
What weather they shall have is not ours
to rule." (EX, p. 190)
Gandalf patterns his actions after his principles. Since
he knows that the Ping-bearer's mission is beyond his
sphere of influence, Gam-Jail' does whatever he can to
thwart Sauron's objectivc, even though such victories as
the successful defense of Minas Tirith will be futile if
Frodo does not destroy the Ring. Thus, Gandalf proposes
that the forces gathered at the City journey to Mordor
to fight Sauron so that his attention will be diverted
from his own back door, so to speak, where Frodo is on
the last leg of his journey (RE, p. 191).
I-Jter realizing how valuable a conductor Gandalf is
in the orchestration of the war against Sauron, the reader
can see why Gunnar Urang calls Gandalf "a savior-figure
in his saving acts of magic power, of course, but even
more in his death at Khazad-dum."5 Granted, Gandalf's
return from the dead is one of the most surprising, fan-
tastic, and joyous incidents in the story. But even so,
Gandalf's ultimate significance is his part in Middle-
earth as the co-ordinator of providence. He is the one
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who recognizes the problem at hand when he discovers the
nature of Bilbo's Ring. He is the one who proposes a
course of action for destroying the Ring at the Council
of Eirond (FE, pp. 314-5). He even accompanies the
Ring-bearer and saves Frodo and the Company from the Eal-
rog in Mona. And after he comes back as Gandalf the
White, he gives counsel and battle when and where necessary.
Thus, through Gandalf's character and his actions Tolkien
is ab2e to illustrate how tne history of the Third Age
of Middle-earth is ordered according to the design of
providence and how Gandalf is an agent of that providence.
Tolkien is a talented writer, to say the least, and
Gandalf's characterization is not the only medium by which
Tolkien attempts to communicate this theme. According
to Richard C. West, Tolkien employs the medieval inter-
lace style of narrative to tell his story. West notes
that one "effect of the medieval interlace was to show
purpose and pattern behind the flux of events, and this
Tolkien has emphasized by a motif of Chance, or Fate, or
(perhaps) Providence, threaded through the work."6 Though
West seems reluctant to identify providence as an element
In Tolkien's story, he has correctly identified Tolkien's
purpose for using the method of interlace, which takes
different storylines and weaves them through one another.
A very brief demonstration of how this method works may
help to illustrate its significance to the theme of pro-
vidence in the story. The story begins with Frodo
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journeying to Fivendell to take part in Elrond's Council,
which will decide what is to be done with the Fine.
After the decision to destroy it has been made, Frodo,
Sam, and Gandalf depart with Aragorn, Legolas, Gimli,
Boromir, Pippin, and Merry. When they lose Gandalf in
Mona, the group becomes more and more fragmented until
Frodo and Sam set off on their own for Mordor; Merry and
Eippin are captured by orcs; Aragorn, Gimli, and Legolas
search for and eventually find them and Gandalf. After
the fragmentation, however, Tolkien has to tell three
stories. He has to trace Frodo's and Sam's steps on the
road to the Crack of Doom. he has to relate the harsh
treatment of Merry and Pippin at the hands of the orcs,
their eventual escape, and their meeting with Treebeard
and the Ents. And he has to describe the search for the
lost hobbits by Aragorn, Gimli, and Legolas until they
find them at Isengard. This leaves Tolkien with two
stories to tell: Frodo's journey and the conflicts
encountered by Gandalf and Aragorn. Each story is packed
with action, and each action is of unique importance
within the story as a whole and contributes to the steady
build-up to the climax. Therefore, according to West,
by using the interlace Tolkien is able to portray "the
events of an imagined world gaining a lifelike depth and
solidity by their mutual interaction."7
West also recognizes that Tolkien is able to gain
a great deal of "coherence" by using an "infinite series
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of echoes and anticipation."8 To illustrate, West offers
the parallels between Isildur's cutting the Ring from
Sauron's hand in the Second Age and Gollum's biting off
Frodo's finger in the Third Age. But an even more effec-
tive method that Tolkien uses to gain coherence is the
constant allusions in one storyline to the characters in
another. For example, when Gandalf tells Theoden that
there is hope in the war, the others who are present look
eastward: "ever the sundering leagues of land, far away
they gazed to the edge of sight, and hope and fear bore
their thoughts still on, beyond dark mountains to the
Land of Shadow. Where now was the Ring-bearer?" (TT, p. 154).
And as soon as Tolkien continues the story of Frodo and
Sam, he refers to the other storyline and writes that
the despairing hobbits "did not look beyond the River,
back to Gondor, to their friends, to the lands of Men"
(TT, p. 265). This is just one example out of many, but
I must agree with West that to fully describe the extent
of the interlacing of the different storylines would be
to summarize the entire tale. The point is that Tolkien
does nct have to refer to the other storyline concerning
Gandalf and Aragorn while telling of Frodo's struggles
with Gollum, Shelob, and orcs by the hundreds. As long
as the story is, it does not take a computer bank to recall
where one line of action ends and the other begins. While
they do serve to keep his reader's memory in tunes
Tolkien primarily uses these allusions to portray the
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presence of providence in the world that he has created
by showing the inter-relatedness of the separate events.
Although Frodo and Sam are too busy with their own pro-
blems to worry about their friends, the reader can see
that Gandalf and the others are doing what they can to
assist the quest of the F.ing-bearer.
Such is the wonder of Tolkien's artistic scope and
skill that, if one chooses to ignore such things as pro-
vidence as a major theme in the story, it is still a very
enjoyable and diverting tale which can fill many empty
hours with the sheer pleasure of reading to escape from
the day-to-day concerns. But Tolkien had another purpose
as well: to describe the complexity and power of one of
man's most contemplated concepts--the influence of God
within worldly affairs--through the historical perspective
of the story, through the well wrought character of Gan-
dalf, and through the very style of the narrative itself.
This demonstrates the power of imagination and artistry
that makes for great literature.
Chapter Three
THE ROLE OF FREE WILL
IN THE LIFE OF MIDDLE-EARTH
When one accepts the idea that providence is the
primary influence within a world, real or imagined, one
tends to doubt the ability of any other force to shape
people or events. Individual action appears to have the
same relation to providence as the tiny earth does to the
rest of the universe; neither of the smaller ones seem
very significant. But if one can accept the idea of an
all-powerful God ordering the world as he sees fit, then
one should be able to accept the possibility that God can
ordain free will as part of his plan. If viewed as the
author and director of a play, he can direct the whole
play exactly as he wrote the script, down to every single
step and the finest detail of facial expression and voice
inflection. Cr he can let the actors create their own
blocking, create their own voice and body characteriza-
tions, and even re-write some of their lines. Cf course,
this introduces the human factor of error or sin, but
this way the actors have a vital interest in the play and
perhaps a cnance to improve themselves as actors and the
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play as well.
In The Lord of the Rings Tolkien uses another meta-
phor for the relationship of free will and Divine Providence.
It is "the Road" that the hobbits sing about as they
journey to Rivendell to the Council of Elrond:
The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,
Pursuing it with weary feet,
Until it joins some larger way,
Where many paths and errands meet.
And whither then? I cannot say. (FE, p. 110)
The "Road" is a symbol for providence, a path paved by
God, the infinity of which is expressed by "ever on and
on." This absolute image of time and space is immediately
countered, however, with one of relativity and domesticity
with the image of the "door," which is an interesting
choice on Tolkien's part with its opposing functions. A
door can either offer comfort and security by shutting
out the elements, events, and solicitors of the wide world,
or it can offer danger, adventure, and romance by opening
to the Road. But whether the door is open or shut, the
Road is always there, waiting for "eager" (FR, p. 62) or
"weary feet" to follow it wherever it goes.
Bin°, perhaps the writer of the song, even offers
his own interpretation of the meaning of the Road. When
kippin remarks that the song "does not sound altogether
encouraging," Frodo recalls what Bilbo once told him:
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"He used often to say there was only one
Road; that it was like a great river: its
springs were at every doorstep, and every
path was its tributary. 'It's a dangerous
business, Frodo, going out of your door,'
he used to say. 'You step into the Road,
and if you don't keep your feet, there is
no knowing where you might be swept off to.
Do you realize that this is the very path
that goes through Mirkwood, and that if you
let it, it might take you to the lonely
Mountain or even further and to worse
places?'" (l±t p. 110)
Both the song and Bilbo's bit of wisdom give their due
to the role of free will. The singer of the song says
that he "must follow" the Road, but only "if" he "can."
The decision and ability to do so depends upon the strength
of his will. This is the essence of what Bilbo says when
he speaks of the walker or rider keeping his "feet" if
he does not wish to be "swept off." Thus, Tolkien achieves
a master stroke of symbolism in this simple song, for
irodo and the others are always on the "Road" and there-
fore always within the dispensation of providence. But
no road is of any worth if it is not traveled, so the
journey of the "Nine Walkers" is as important as the "Road"
itself.
This relationship between Divine Order and individual
action seems to have pervaded Tolkien's imagination in
his creation of Middle-earth. Though The Lord of the Rings 
is probably his best expression of this theme, it receives
early treatment in The Silmarillion when the creation of
Middle-earth is described in "The Ainulindale." Iluvatar's
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first creation was the Ainur, or "the holy Ones," who are
told by their creator that they will "make in harmony
together a Great Music. And since I have kindled you
with the Flame Imperishable, ye shall show forth your
powers in adorning this theme, each with his own thoughts
and devices, if he will" (S, p. 15). Thus, Tolkien begins
another metaphor for describing the interlacing of Divine
and mortal wills. Iluvatar does commission the symphony
and perhaps is the conductor as well, but each of the
Ainur has the choice to play as signified by the condi-
tional, "if he will." Tolkien gives us an even more
revealing passage when he describes the song to be sung
"after the end of days":
Then the themes of Iluvatar shall be played
aright, and take Being in the moment of
their utterance, for all shall then under-
stand fully his intent in their part, and
each shall know the comprehension of each,
and Iluvatar shall give to their thoughts
the secret fire, being well pleased. (S, pp. 15-16)
In the previous chapter the "secret fire" was shown to be
providence, or divine knowledge; therefore, according to
this passage, all beings, both great and small, in Middle-
earth will eventually know and understand Iluvatar's plan.
However, free will can produce a very willful person,
and this is what happens to the most powerful of the Ainur,
Melkor. Melkor desires to have the secret fire before
the end of days, "for desire grew hot within him to bring
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into Being things of his own" (S, p. 16). So as the Ainur
are each singing his own theme within the chorus, Melkor
begins to devise his own theme, "unlike those of his
brethren."
mony:
This selfish act of pride disrupts the har-
Straightway discord arose about him, and many
that sang nigh him grew despondent, and their
thought was disturbed and their music faltered;
but some began to attune their music to his
rather than to the thought which they had at
first. Then the discord of Melkor spread
ever wider, and the melodies which had been
heard before foundered in a sea of turbulent
sound. (S, p. 16)
However, Melkor's confusion is countered by another theme
of Iluvatar: "And it seemed at last that there were two
musics progressing at one time," until iluvatar causes
all of the music to cease.
may be played that hath not
nor can any alter the music
attempteth this shall prove
He tells Melkor that "no theme
its uttermost source in me,
in my despite. For he that
but mine instrument in the
devising of things more wonderful" (S, p. 17). Therefore,
even though the Ainur do help to create Middle-earth, each
according to his own theme, all of the themes, including
Melkor's selfish one, are part of the whole song. To
illustrate how Melkor's willful disharmony actually served
the purpose of Iluvatar, Tolkien writes that Ulmo, who
sang of water in the creation hymn, did not conceive the
snowflake nor clouds, but they came about anyway because
Melkor had devised "bitter cold immoderate" and "heats
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and fire without restraint" (S, p. 19). And Ulmo admits
that "Truly, water is now become fairer than my heart
imagined" (S, p. 19).
But Melkor cannot adopt such an attitude as Ulmo's
because Melkor "wished himself to nave subjects and ser-
vants, and to be called Lord, and to be a master over other
wills" (S, p. 18). This passage provides an important
key to understanding Tolkien's concept of evil as being
the offspring of selfish pride and abused free will.
Furthermore, Tolkien provides a parable on this theme
when he tells the story of Aule, who "was unwilling to
await the fulfillment of the designs of Iluvatar" and
made the dwarves. Iluvatar is very displeased and asks
Aule some very important questions:
"Why dost thou attempt a thing which thou
knowest is beyond thy power and thy author-
ity': For thou haet from me as a gift thy
own being only, and no more; and therefore
the creatures of thy hand and mind can live
only by that being, moving when thou think-
est to move them, and if thy thought be
elsewhere, standing idle. Is that thy
desire:" (S, p. 43)
This world would seem to be Tolkien's description for
what a world without free will would be like and with
only a puppetmaster as its Supreme Being. But Aule does
not have the same desires as Melkor and tells Iluvatar
that he does "not desire such lordship" but that he
"desired things other than I am, to love and teach them"
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(S, p. 43). Ashamed, Aule offers his work to Iluvatar
but then lifts a hammer to destroy the result of his
"presumption" at which the dwarves fall down and plead
for mercy. Iluvatar stops him and says that he accepts
Aule's offer and asks Aule to take notice: "Dost thou
not see that these things now have a life of their own,
and speak with their own voices? Else they would not
have flinched from thy blow, nor from any command of thy
will" (S, p. 44). Thus, when the dwarves become the
adoptees of Iluvatar, they are given free will, something
they did not possess when they were the marionnettes of
Aule. Paul Kocher has given a very lucid explanation of
the nature of Iluvatar's puissance:
if the guiding hand is really to guide
effectively, it must have power to con-
trol events, yet not so much as to take
away from the people acting them out the
moral choice. • • • So Tolkien cannot
allow his cosmic order to be a fixed,
mechanistic, unchangeable chain of
causes and effects. The order must be
built flexibly around creatively free
will and possible personal providential
intervention from on high.'
As will be illustrated, free will is responsible for much
wrong in Middle-earth, perhaps the very root of misdeeds
in the rebellion of Melkor. But free will also helps to
right these wrongs, and there is very little, if any,
"intervention from on high."
There is another important character who also has
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the desire to create things of his own: Feanor, a High
Elf and maker of the Silmarils. The Silmarils are three
gems that contain the holy light of the Two Trees of
Valinor. In the beginning, Feanor's wish to preserve
their light was a good one, but he began to hoard his
masterwork and not let any look upon them, including the
Valar, one of whom, Yavanna, made the Two Trees. When
Melkor invades Valinor and kills the Trees, Yavanna says
that the only way their roots can be saved is if Feanor
gives Yavanna the Silmarils and that "then our hurt should
be healed, and the malice of Melkor be confounded" (S,
p. 78). Feanor is also reminded that the light of his
gems came first from Yavanna's Trees, but Feanor is very
willful and selfish and, though he hates Melkor, will
not relinquish his Silmarils. In self-defense, Feanor
says, "never again shall I make their like; and if I must
break them I shall break my heart, and I shall be slain;
first of all the Eldar High Elves in kman!" (S, p.78).
Feanor has become so self-willed that he forgets that his
mother was the first of the Eldar to die, for she was
"consumed in body and spirit" by the birth of Feanor (S,
p. 63). But Feanor's selfishness is rewarded by thievery
because Melkor steals the Silmarils. Nevertheless, Feanor
blames the theft on the Valar who had called him to council
away from his home. When this happens, Feanor calls all
of the Eldar together and urges them to follow him in pur-
suit of Melkor, telling them that they "alone shall be
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lords of the unsullied Light, and masters of bliss and
beauty of Arda." Then Feanor and his seven sons swear
their oath "to pursue with vengeance and hatred . . .
any creature . . . whoso should hold or take or keep a
Silmaril from their possession" (S, p. 83). This oath
causes much bloodshed in Middle-earth. But the entire
Silmarillion cannot be recounted here. This brief descrip-
tion of Feanor's greed should suffice to illustrate the
possible results of free will. Tolkien makes this point
about Feanor's refusal of Yavanna's request:
The Silmarils had passed away, and all one
It may seem whether Feanor had said yea or
nay to Yavanna; yet had he said yea at the
first, before the tidings came from Formenos
[about the theft of the Silmarils], it may be
that his after deeds would have been other
than they were. (S, p. 79)
ieanor was free to choose. The Valar could have forced
him to do their will, but they knew that this was not the
way of their creator, Iluvatar. So they let Feanor act
upon his will, and much harm is done because of his self-
ishness. This would seem to support Fose Zimbardo's idea
that "rejection of the other and subjection of the All
to the self" is the root of evil in Middle-earth.2 But
good also comes from Feanor's oath because, as was noted
in Chapter One, Earendil took one of the silmarils out
of Middle-earth in order to prevent more bloodshed and
sailed the heavens with it in on his brow (S, pp. 246-55).
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Without the star of Larendil to give them hope, Frodo
and Sam might not have continued their journey through
the wasteland of Mordor. It is this sense of far-reaching
effects and their underlying purpose that imbues the
stories of Middle-earth, from its creation to Frodo's
departure from it, with an ebullience of edification.
In The Lord of the Rings,, it is the very survival of
free will that Aragorn, Gandalf, and Frodo are fighting
for. More than anything else, Sauron desires, like Melkor
his predecessor, to control the lives of others. Gandalf
calls the Ring the "Master-ring" and translates the }lvish
writing on it for Frodo. It says, "Cne Ring to rule them
all, One Ring to find them, / Cne Ring to bring them all
and in the darkness bind them" (FR, p. 81). This is
exactly what the Ring does, for it eats away at the will
of whoever possesses it. It causes Bilbo to almost
break his promise to Gandalf that he will leave the Ring
to Frodo. Bilbo says, "I'll do as I choose" (FR, p. 60),
an echo of the strong will of Feanor. But this is not
the will of Bilbo speaking, but the Ring's perverted nature
speaking through him. Bilbo also says, "I don't seem
able to make up my mind," to which Gandalf answers,
"Then trust mine. • • • It is quite made up" (FR, p. 16).
Bilbo eventually agrees that it should go to Frodo and
picks up his bags to leave, but as he goes to the door
Gandalf tells him, "You have still got the ring in your
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pocket." Bilbo answers in surprise, "Well, so I have. .
. . And my will and all my other documents too" (FF,
p. 61). Cn the surface, Bilbo is referring to his
legal bequest, but Tolkien has exercised a play on words.
Since the Ring is still in Bilbo's pocket, that is where
his "will" to act freely also is. Bilbo finally relin-
quishes the terrible possession, but Gandalf will not
take it and has him leave it on the mantle for Frodo.
The Ring Immediately begins to work on Frodo's will
when he claims it. As Gandalf is relating its history
to Frodo, he asks Frodo to gve it to him, but "It felt
suddenly very heavy, as if either it or Frodo himself was
in some way reluctant for Gandalf to touch it" (FR, p. 80).
With this episode begins the struggle between Frodo's
will to destroy the Ring and the F,ing's will to return
to Sauron, a struggle that the Ring briefly wins at the
Crack of Doom. Thus, Tolkien places a very strong empha-
sis on free will in the Third Age as well as in the First
Age of the silmarils.
Just as Tolkien created a character, Gandalf, to
be the vehicle of the motif of providence, he also created
a character that portrays the effects of the Ring and
the conflict between free and corrupted will. This
character is Gollum, who has a split personality as a
result of the Ring's pervasive power. As Frodo and Sam
near the borders of Mordor, they discover that Gollum
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is following them, so they capture him (TT, pp. 280-85).
Frodo makes him swear on the Eing that he will serve and
protect him. Gollum helps them find tneir way into Mor-
dor by way of the Dead Marshes and gets along very well
with Frodo but not Sam, until one ni6nt Sam awakens to
see Gollum crouched over Frodo, who is asleep, and having
this debate with Smeagol:
"Let's be good, good as fish, sweet one,
but to ourselfs. Not hurt the nice hobbit,
of course, no, no."
"But the Precious the hing holds the
promise," [the voice of Smeagol objects.1
"Then take it," said the other Gollum,
"and lets hold it ourselfs! Then we shall
be master, gollum! Make the other hobbit
rSam! . . . crawl, yes, ollum!"
"But not the nice hobbit?"
"Ch no, not if it doesn't please us.
Still he's a Baggins, my precious, yes, a
Baggins. A Baggins stole it. He found it
and he said nothing, nothing. We hates
Bagginses."
"No, not this Baggins."
"Yes, every Baggins. All peoples that
keep the Precious. We must have it!"
"But He'll [Sauron_, see, He'll know.
He'll take it from us!"
"He sees. he knows. He heard us make
silly promises--against his orders, yes.
Must take it. The Wraiths are searching.
Must take it."
"Not for Him!"
"No, sweet one. See my precious: if
we has it, then we can escape, even from Him,
eh? Ierhaps we grows very strong, stronger
than Wraiths. Lord Smeagol? Gollum the
Great? The Gollum! Eat fish every day,
three times a day, fresh from the Sea.
Most Precious Gollum. Must have it. We
wants it, we wants it, we wants it!" (TT,
pp. 303-305)
This goes on until Gollum finally starts to reach for
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the Ring that is on a chain around Frodo's neck, at which
point Sam pretends to wake up and stops him. This debate
illustrates the ability of the Ring to ensnare the will
of another through its power. The corrupt Gollum tempts
the honest Smeagol with offers of fresh fish and titles.
The Ring has so dominated Smeagol's will that it essen-
tially creates a thrall persona, Gollum, within his
psyche. Paul Kocher has observed that when Smeagol speaks,
he uses the pronoun, "1," but when Gollum speaks, he uses
the plural, "we." Kocher believes that this indicates
that "On the latter occasions he is sinking his own iden-
tity in the Ring, allowing his free personality to be
swallowed up by it."3 Kocher also gives a good reason
as to why Gollum still maintains some free will in Smeagol's
part of his mind. Kocher explains that "he originally . .
. . lacked the lust to dominate others, deriving from
Sauron himself, which the Ring is specially potent to
implant and amplify."4 But we can see from the debate
that Gollum does, like Sauron, have a desire to rule other
wills and would like very much to be known as "Gollum
the Great."
Poor Gollum, though, is not the only character to
suffer delusions of grandeur caused by the power of the
Ring. While in Lothlorien, an enchanted forest where
elves live, Frodo meets their queen, Galadriel, and offers
her the Ring. Galadriel admits that she has desired it
and says:
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"And now at last it comes. You will give me
the Ring freely! In place of the Dark Lord
you will set up a Queen. And I shall not
be dark, but beautiful and terrible as the
Morning and the Night! Fair as the Sea
and the Sun and the Snow upon the Mountain!
Dreadful as the Storm and the Lightning.
Stronger than the foundations of the earth.
All shall love me and despair!" (FR, p. 473)
Although Galadriel does not desire to have fish three
times a day, her vision is not much different from Gollum's,
and the king is solely responsible for her dream of great-
ness. But Galadriel, who imparts much hope and wisdom
to Frodo, is able to resist the temptation and reject
Frodo's offer.
So far, Frodo has also offered the Ring to Gandalf
(FR, p. 95) and kragorn (FR, p. 324), but they have also
resisted the enticement of greater strength. Perhaps
their ability to reject the Ring reflects their unself-
ishness and stronger wills. W. H. Auden may be giving
a good reason when he writes that "whatever they may
have to rish and suffer, they are, in a sense, doing
what they want to do."4 Auden goes on to state that
Frodo is the "real hero" because he has to decide whether
or not to take the Ring to Mordor and because "the deci-
sion has nothing to do with his talents." Furthermore,
Frodo does not even want to take the king to Mordor, which
is obvious by his efforts to give it away, but he takes
the F.ing anyway. This does not mean that Frodo was not
free to decide to take it. Noticing the two forces of
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free will and providence in Niddle-earth, Alexis Levitin
interprets Frodo's free acceptance of the job as Ring-
bearer and its relation to his being "meant" to have it.
Speaking of the moment at the Council of Elrond when he
must choose, Levitin writes that "until he decides
affirmatively, he only has been called, whereas after his
acceptance he has been chosen."6 Iatricia Myer Spacks
believes that Frodo recognizes his "cosmic responsibility"
which is "justified by the existence of some vast, unnamed
power for good."7 At the Crack of Doom, llowever, Frodo
rejects this responsibility because he "directs his will
inward to the service of the self rather than outward to
the service of the All," according to Rose Zimbardo.8
When this happens, the Ring fulfills the temptation it
offered Galadriel, and Sam sees Frodo as "stern, untouch-
able now by pity, a figure robed in white" with a "wheel
of fire" at his breast (RA, p. 272). Nevertheless, the
Ring is destroyed because Frodo has already followed the
advice of Gandaif and spared Gollum, who does "have
something yet to do" and destroys the Ring. Spacks makes
a statement that may help explain why Frodo's act of
selfishness is redeemed. She writes that "Free choice
of good by the individual involves his participation in
a broad pattern of Good."9 This is what saves Frodo.
He has chosen the "Good" before by sparing Gollum, an
act which becomes a part of providential design and,
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unknown to Frodo at the time, secures the destruction
of the Ring.
Sam also chooses the "Good" when he if, tempted by
the Ring, a temptation that is more powerful than any
other because the Ring is closer to where it was made
when it tempts Sam. Carrying the Ring after he thinks
Frodo has been killed by Shelob (TT, p. 432), Sam
felt himself enlarged, as if he were robed
in a huge, distorted shadow of himself, a
vast and ominous threat halted upon the
walls of Mordor. He felt that he had from
now on only two choices: to forbear the
Ring, though it would torment him; or to
claim it and challenge the Power that sat
in its dark hold beyond the valley of shadows.
Already the Ring tempted him, gnawing at his
will and reason. Wild fantasies arose in
his mind; and he saw Samwise the Strong,
Hero of the Age, striding with a flaming
sword across the darkened land, and armies
flocking to his call as he marched to the
overthrow of Barad-dur. And then all the
clouds rolled away, and the white sun
shone, and at his command the liale of
Gorgoroth became a garden of flowers and
trees and brought forth fruit. He had
only to put on the Ring and claim it for
his own, and all this could be. (FR, p. 216)
The Ring works upon Sam's greatest desire: to see the
spoiled land of Mordor come alive again. But even though
he is a gardener, Sam resists the temptation because he
knows that "one small garden was all his need and due
. . . his own hands to use, not the hands of others to
command" (1,1, D. 216) and also because he knows this would
place him above his mastex, Frodo, whom he only desires
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to serve, not rule. Rose Zimbardo explains the temp-
tation of Sam in this way:
In Sam's dream of power we are given a
flash of cosmic insight into man's moral
dilemma. In Sam's response, love for
and faithful service to another being
that completely overcomes self, we are
given the resolution of that dilemma
that the vision of romance affects.10
This would seem to be a proper interpretation, and there
are many such "flashes" that illuminate this theme of
free will, so many in fact that it would require much
space to describe them.
In any case, there should be a sufficient number of
examples here already that demonstrate Tolkien's allow-
ance for free will within the providential designs of
Middle-earth's creator, Iluvatar. Paul Kocher writes
that "Human . . . free will coexists with a providential
order and promotes this order, not frustrates it."11
This is what happens at the Crack of Doom. Frodo's
freely made decision to spare Gollum has been greatly
influenced by the agent of providence, Gandalf. In this
way providence and free will work together for the ulti-
mate good. Some readers may choose to see the destruction
of the Ring as being the result of free will alone, but
I do not think that this is the case. If it were, then
Frodo would have had to be the destroyer and not Gollum,
whose will had long been dominated by the Ring. As it
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is, the H.ng is destroyed with no one present who wishes
it so, except Sam who plays no part in the actual destruc-
tion. Since a good argument cannot be made for luck being
the cause and since Gandalf's advice to Frodo to spare
Gollum is significant, providence would seem to play just
as important a part as free will in the climax of the
story.
To conclude, it is in the climax, where the themes
of free will and providence coincide, that Tolkien's
purpose can be discovered. In his essay, "Cn Fairy Stories,"
he writes about the happy ending that a good fantasy
should have. He calls this "joyous turn" a "eucatastrophe,"
which first requires "dyscatastrophe," the existence of
"sorrow and failure,"12 such as when Frodo refuses to
destroy the Ring; he suffers a failure of willpower and
the long, arduous quest appears to be for naught. l'uca-
tastrophe is achieved when Gollum bites off Frodo's Ring-
finger and falls into the volcanic fires of Mount Doom,
a "consolation" which in the words of Tolkien, "denies
(in the face of much evidence, if you will) universal
final defeat and in so far is evangelium, giving a
fleeting glimpse of Joy, Joy beyond the walls of the
world."13 Without the constant references and allusions
to providence and free will, this happy ending would
not have occurred on such a grand scale. Through these
references, Tolkien puts very much at stake on the ruin
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of the Fing. Not only is Frodo's freedom ransomed but
the freedom of every other creature in Middle-earth.
Furthermoie, Tolkien has so masterfully woven the two
themes of divine order and individual volition that he
is able to bring them both to bear simultaneously upon
this ultimate action--a narrative, thematic, and aesthetic
stroke of great skill. In other words, the happy ending
makes The Lord of the hinge an ultimately joyous story
and imparts a great feeling of triumph to the reader;
however, eucatastrophe is not the cause of Tolkien's
achievement but the result of his ability as a writer
to pull together the seemingly opposite forces of pro-
vidence and free will to achieve the greatest good in
his fictional world, thereby engendering in the reader
joy for the victory of the free people of Middle-earth
and hope for his own real world as well.
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